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See how Zerynth enabled Seares to release
an Innovative IoT Mooring System ensuring
a fast development time and affordable
costs
<6

Months
Implementation

-10%

Development time

+12%

Revenue Increase

“Zerynth enabled us to release on the market the Smart version of Seadamp PLUS. This is our new
generation of damper empowered with IoT technology. Seadamp Plus allows our customers to remotely
monitor, in real-time, boat’s operating parameters. Working with Zerynth we released new innovative
products reaching a signiﬁcant business growth."
Co-Founder and CEO of Seares Srl, Giorgio Cucè

The Challenges
Recently, the maritime industry has been turning more and more to new
technologies, connected solutions, and sustainability. To correspond with
the global trends in the development of the maritime industry, and
keep a leading place on the market, Seares was searching for a technology
company that could help them to evolve their products by adding new
and innovative IoT features.
The mechatronics generation of Seares products has as its goal to provide
a deﬁnite solution to many technical problems of the traditional mooring
systems. Things such as noisiness, the resonance of oscillations, fast
mechanical deterioration, zero onboard battery charging, and the need for
remote IoT communication.
“It is essential to design products considering their environmental impact.
The Seadamp PLUS is a “green” device because it recovers energy from
the sea, and is made of recyclable materials, thus, ensuring a low
environmental impact” said Giorgio Cucè, Co-Founder and CEO of Seares
Srl. This implies that the pollution of the marine ecosystem, which was the
result of years and years of intense exploitation, has become one of the
most urgent emergencies the company has had to face. It is very
important to lead the way with regard to sustainable and eco-friendly
maritime solutions.

COMPANY NAME:
Seares SRL
LOCATION:
Livorno, Italy

INDUSTRY:
Mooring System Engineering
PROFILE:
Seares is the innovative
brand providing the nautical
market with a new
generation of revolutionary
mooring systems.

RESULTS:
Increased Eﬃciency
24/24 hours recharge time of
battery
Improved Quality
24/7 real-time monitoring of
parameters
Exploit hydropower
100% green energy
production
Quality assurance
3 years warranty
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The Solution

MAIN FEATURES

The Zerynth team helped Seares release Seadamp Plus, an IoT-enabled
anchoring mechatronic damper for ﬂoating docks/breakwaters. It is built
using the Zerynth IoT module (ZM1) connected directly to the cloud
through the Zerynth Device Manager. Seadamp Plus is easy to install on
existing marine boats without invasive interventions or component
replacement. The larger version, Seadamp FX, can be installed inside
marine ports to damp bridges and breakwaters and collect the energy in
their electric lines.
The system is capable of producing energy from wave induced motion
and provides real-time information via GSM. The Seadamp Plus includes
12 or 24VDC generators with neodymium magnets, a robust gear train, and
a smart controller that keeps batteries continuously charged.
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Real-time data acquisition
and monitoring (battery
state, temperatures,
energy and RPM)
Remote management to
activate and deactivate
the system
Non invasive solution that
works in the boats and
ports systems
GSM connectivity
Absolutely eco-friendly
technology with 3 years
guarantee
Self-charging battery
Out-of-the-box user
dashboard
Custom reporting

PRODUCTS USED:
ZM1 (Zerynth IoT Module)
Zerynth Device Manager
Zerynth Dashboard

Custom Dashboards
Seadamp Plus includes an analytics tool designed to continually
improve the energy performance of the marine system. It allows to
extract/analyze data and send them to the cloud, thus, ensuring a
complete remote management with high security standards. Zerynth’s
Dashboarding App automatically generates reports, and continually
monitors the selected values by comparing them with conﬁgurable
thresholds. By monitoring the parameters, the algorithm created on the
cloud portal allows it to calculate in real time the actual performance of
the system.

WHAT DO SEARES'S
CUSTOMERS THINK?
“When I found Seadamp,
I immediately realized it was
the solution I was looking
for. I have been using
Seadamp for 4 years now
and it has paid for itself
multiple times.
I have recommended
Seadamp to friends
because it has changed my
life on board. Now I feel
more comfortable and safer
when moored.”
Alessandro
Boat owner for 35 years
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The Results
Seares has successfully transformed their product line
into IoT by providing customers with a smart solution
capable of real-time recording and monitoring marine
system.
In only 6 months, Zerynth integrated a technology and
made Seares able to monitor all the real-time
operating parameters remotely, such as the voltage on
the batteries, frequency of the motors, the total amount
of energy recovered or the rotation. Zerynth Dashboard
transforms all obtained data into the dashboards and
generates customized reports.
Moreover, a new generation of Seadamp Plus keeps
batteries charged, through a smart energy harvesting
system, working whenever the boat is anchored or
moored, without having to use highly polluting external
energy sources (electric charging stations, etc.). All
products are made with materials that have a low
impact on the environment.

Why Seares chose
Zerynth
Seares has chosen Zerynth to improve and
optimize their Seadamp amortization products and
to get them enabled for the Internet of Things.
Working closely together, Zerynth conﬁrmed a deep
IoT expertise and a complete understanding of
marine system optimization. IoT technology created
by Zerynth’s team has become a key element by
giving all the necessary information to the Seares
team of technicians both from their mechanical
and their electronic departments. Thus, in short
time Seares received a solution that was fully
focused on improving the product in accordance
with the IoT technology. In the future Seares is still
planning work with Zerynth to add more features
from the IoT technologies toolkit to their products.

“Designing an IoT implementation process has been efﬁciently developed with all the
mechanical and electronic features we needed. Thus it allows us to develop and test all our
components right from the prototype stages so we can obtain the best results.”
Co-Founder and CEO of Seares Srl, Giorgio Cucè
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About Zerynth
Zerynth helps companies easily get their industrial processes digitized and
bring innovative connected products to the world. The Zerynth IoT Platform is
a full set of hardware-software tools designed by IoT experts to enable digital
transformation in a fast, ﬂexible and secure way.
Founded in 2015, Zerynth has grown steadily. Today Zerynth has 30+ team
members with deep IoT expertise and industry knowledge with over 3000
successful IoT implementations in companies across many industries.
Headquartered in Italy, Zerynth provides support globally thanks to an
extensive network of partners in Europe and pan-global locations.

+39 050 8068225 | info@zerynth.com | www.zerynth.com

GET STARTED WITH ZERYNTH
Ready to see what Zerynth can do for your business?
LET’S TALK!

www.zerynth.com

